
Campaign for Acceptance
- against Homophobia at Work

In  March 2011 the Berlin “Alliance
against Homophobia” launched a city-
wide Campaign against Homophobia at
the workplace. The alliance – founded
in September 2009 under the
patronage of the Governing Lord Mayor
of Berlin, Klaus Wowereit, - consists
of 30 firms and organisations such as
the Berlin-Brandenburg District of the
DGB (German TUC).
The campaign was launched at the city-
centre square Potsdamer Platz by the
Senator for Work Carola Bluhm; the
Press Officer of Wall AG (an
advertising firm) as well as the
manager of the Berlin-Brandenburg
Gay and Lesbian organisation (LSVD),
Jörg Steinert.
Of significant importance for the
campaign is the participation of Wall
AG which placed 1,000 poster-sites
at the campaign’s disposal. One
poster shows the picture of a
lesbian doctor (see pic) and the
other a gay mechanic.

http://www.buendnis-
gegen-homophobie.de/
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Partnerships given equal
treatment with marr ied couples
- in employment regulations

Registered partnerships may no longer be treated differently from married couples under
employment regulations. Ver.di  has in past years been active in demanding this from lawmakers
and employers – and has campaigned publicly, including up to the level of the Federal
Constitution Court. In 2009 the Constitutional Court adjudged the disadvantaging of registered
partnerships vis-à-vis married couples as unconstitutional.  (07.07.2009 – 1vR 1164/07)

According to the decision employees living in a registered partnership must be treated, under
employment regulations, as married couples. This pioneering decision for the rights of LGBT
people has been achieved by members of the ver.di LGBT Group in a long, tiring series of
legal processes, with the active support of their of their trade union and in co-operation with
the LSVD (L+G national organisation in D.) Some years ago colleagues – with ver.di support
legal actions, achieved a decision of the Federal Labour Court according to which registered
partners in state employment were awarded the same “additional payments” as married couples.
Ver.di fights for equality not only in words but also in deeds.

Even if the wage agreement does
not specif ically mention “li fe
partners”, registered partners have
the same rights as married couples.

For example:
Family additions are to be paid as
well as the weighting addition and
child “allowances”.
Special Holiday and temporary
absence of leave.
Separation money (when one is
required to work away from home)
– the same extras and home travel
costs.



L. in orange T-sh irt Ca rtsen Bock, nowhead of
ver.d iLGBTnat ional committee. r. K laus Timm
fo r30 years leader of the group.

The national LGBT Committee of ver.di decided to submit the
following resolution to the ver.di national congress held in
September 2011. It was approved without opposition.

Against exclusion, for equal rights for
lesbians, gays, bisexuals, trans- and
intersex people in the workplace.
The work against discrimination and disadvantaging of people
is for ver.di an integral part of the worldwide fight for human
rights and a discrimination-free society. Ver.di’s 2nd national
congress (2007) clearly supported in several decisions that
lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transgender people (LGBT)
should not be excluded in either the workplace nor in other
areas of society. Discrimination or unequal treatment on the
basis of gender or sexual identity is in no case acceptable.
Existing legal and other disadvantages must be fought and
ended.

In order to
give the
demand for
u n a l l o y e d
equality of
LGBT people
in the social
consciousness
long-lasting
e m p h a s i s ,
the 2nd.
N a t i o n a l
congress of
v e r . d i
d e m a n d e d
that the
constitution
be extended
to include
“sexual identity” as a protected category. A similar motion was
submitted to the DGB (German TUC) Congress in Mai 2010
which was agreed unanimously by the delegates who also
expressed a desire that representation of LGBT people within
trade unions should be more obvious and more clearly
recognised.

Discrimination and acceptance at work
After the 2009 publication of the study of the Bielefelde Instutute
for Research into Conflict and Violence on Group Hostility in
Europe, 40% of the population of Germany are opposed to

homosexuals having the same rights as heterosexuals. In
publications between 2007 and 2010 research into
discriminatory experiences showed that lesbians and gays still
suffer notably often exclusion and unequal treatment at work

as a result of their sexual identity. Three quarters of those
questioned reported discrimination at work and one in five
experienced personally either physical violence or mental terror.
Almost 8% had lost a job on grounds of their sexual identity.
… In comparison to similar research in the 90’s there were
some slow but positive changes.
…
The continuing trade union struggle against inequality on the
basis of gender, origins, age, disability and sexual or gender
identity led to the passing of the General Law for Equal
Treatment (AGG) in August 2006. Since then ver.di has often
taken the initiative for the practical implementation of the act.

An interim assessment of the implementation of the AGG, now
in its fifth year, still shows serious deficiencies against which
ver.di must be active:

 Very few firms follow a policy of being discrimination-
free and valuing all their employees

 The readiness to actively confront conflicts and
discrimination by workplace employee representation
is still not widespread and convincingly established

 Disadvantaging is, despite the AGG, still a regular part
of life at work. The AGG and its legal implications are
hardly known and competent advice is often lacking.
…

 Victims of discrimination seldom defend themselves
mainly because they see no chance of justice, without
additional discrimination or burdens.

The adaption of wage agreements is no longer something for
negotiation between the two sides. … employees have a legal
entitlement. If this is not take account of ver.di has the means
to insist upon it – to prevent damaging the reputation  of the
whole organisation.  …
For lesbian and gay colleagues it is difficult to tolerate
discrimination when ver.di, and now the law, is against the
disadvantaging of LGBT people – but is ignored in speech or
writing by reps of their own union – for whatever reason.

As a result of the AGG all participants in events at workplaces
are duty bound to work for a discrimination-free climate and
hinder discrimination by preventive measures. In this respect
trade union-prepared diversity concepts could be useful for

the design and
development of the
legal demands for
discrimination free
working conditions.

Strengthen rights of intersex persons
We demand that ver.di and its departments take on the theme
of intersexuality in working and private life and represent
internally and externally the interests of those concerned. One
in two thousand employees in Germany was born as an
intersexual person and most were, as a baby or child without
their agreement, and in contradiction of their human rights,
assigned to one or other gender. Intersexual people have a
biological reality which differs from the “norm”.
The gender of the overwhelming majority of these colleagues
was “normalised” by medical intervention and they live in daily
anxiety of being recognised, ridiculed, discriminated and
disdavantaged. ... Often intersexual persons are forced into a
gender which does not suit them, a development on the basis
of own decisions is taken away from them. ...

For these reasons ver.di demands: (include)
medical interventions whether surgical, medicinal or by
hormones, must be allowed only on the basis of an informed
opinion and agreement by the intersex individual concerned.

With the co operation of those concerned, from anti-d iscrimi-
nation organisa tions Stand ards of care should b e created.

The theme of intersexuali ty should be present in th e training
of medical personnel an d social professions .

Intersexual colleagues have the same rights , including to free
unfolding and development of  their personality.

Education in workplaces, workers committees, the union,
equality officials and  handicapped representatives should
be arranged through the union.

More workers should be informed about the theme in order
to sensibilise them to the matter.

(Severely shortened but it gives an idea of demands and the way forward CMS.)

Future of LGBT work in ver.di



Social Diversity Forum - Developments ? Mainly at strategic level . ..
Never before has a meeting of the Sexual Diversity Forum
of Public Services International (PSI) and Education
International (EI) had so many participants. With 150
representatives from trade unions and human rights
organizations, the third Forum meeting, organized in
conjunction with the EI World Congress in Cape Town,
exceeded previous meetings in Porto Alegre (2004) and
Vienna (2007). Trade unions from no less than 45 countries
were represented, including many African countries and
Iran. The start of the meeting on Nelson Mandela’s birthday,
July 18th, gave it an extra South-African flavor. And yet,
the content was rather on the global developments than
on the South-African, or even the African scale.

Of course the recent adoption in the United Nations of a
resolution on LGBT rights is a significant milestone. It is the
first time ever that the UN has mentioned LGBT rights in such
a predominant document, and it shows that changes are
possible – partly due to the trade union lobbying within the
UN. Another important change is that the International Labor
Organization has started to report on the discrimination that
lesbian women, gay men, trans and bisexual people are
confronted with, mainly in the labour environment.

No hate speech
On the first day, Fred van Leeuwen, Education
International’s Secretary General, delivered an impressive
speech. He welcomed the growing number of countries in
which LGBT rights are taken into account, and said that
he refused to use LGBT rights as an argument to reduce
the legitimate rights of others, such as Muslims.

Peter Waldorff, PSI’s secretary general, dealt with the situation
in Africa and the horrible murder of David Kato in Uganda, a
crime for which almost certainly the hate speeches by Robert
Mugabe and the articles in the Ugandan paper Rolling Stone
have planted the seeds.

Both Phumi Mtetwa (who for a short while was secretary
general of the ILGA) and Zachie Achmat (internationally known
for his HIV medication boycott when prices were too high for
most South Africans to afford) said much about the situation
in South Africa itself, a country that by far has not healed the
wounds of apartheid. When discussing the situation in
education, the Dutch project “safe schools” – in which teachers

and pupils can come out without fear of negative consequences
– is about completely different safety imeasures than the basic
safety in South African schools where both girls and boys may
be raped in school toilets. In South-African schools, ten percent
of the teachers are not qualified for the job. Discussions about
books in school libraries about sexual diversity are a bit strange
in South Africa, where teachers in townships may have only
one book in their own home, the bible.

Zachie Achmat explained the situation in which many issues
urgently demand solutions: fighting poverty, combating racism
and the discrimination against women or LGBTs, making
available good and affordable education for everyone are only
a few aspects. Fundamental rights are, fortunately, laid down
in the constitution and legislation, but in everyday life these
rights can not be taken for granted. Among those rights are
also LGBT rights and they should not be forgotten.
Opportunities missed
Bridging the gap between the issues of extreme poverty (or
rather, extreme inequality in income) and violence (such as
the “corrective rape” lesbians suffer from homophobic men)
and issues such as diversity policies and partnership pensions
turned out to be too complicated for a two-day meeting. Let

alone strategic international issues such as the UN
developments.

One cause of this was that the agenda included hardly anything
else but plenary sessions and did not provide any space or
time for actually meeting each other. The schedule did not
include a social event, such as in the Vienna meeting, where
a tour of the city was part of the program. Lunches or dinners
were not planned together for conference participants, but were
left to private initiatives. Therefore, personal contacts between
the (South) Africans and the others were rare.

A planning mistake? It seemed to us that the idea of the different
environments of the (South) Africans and the Western countries
was already a point of concern more than a year ago, which
has been shared at informal level with some of the Western
participants, including us. In this informal preparation, we have
come to the conclusion that it would be wise to have issues
like “respect” and “dignity” in real life higher on the agenda
than partnership pensions or same-sex marriages – although
in South Africa, such marriages are legally possible.

However, these suggestions seem not to have been
considered. There was no reference to these ideas in the draft
texts sent to the participants. Suddenly, the provisional agenda
for the Forum was there, without any explanation. We don’t
mean to say that if the program had explained the differences
in position it would have been easier to deal with. Anyway, we
faced them.

The late announcement of the decision that the Forum would
take place also faced us with limited time to prepare a
workshop. We did not have enough time to prepare for actually
being in Cape Town, to contact before the conference the South
Africans we knew, and so we ended up sharing our lunches
and dinners mostly with white Europeans. In a way, apartheid
still affected our stay – something to contemplate on.

The schedule included workshops, although not abundantly,
and so ABVAKABO prepared and facilitated a workshop on
diversity policies and the complications in this area. In the
debate however, most people hardly touched the subject. It
was striking however to hear that although South African unions
do have official anti-discrimination policies, many LGBT trade
unionists do not want to be “out” within their union. Sexual and



Original: Klaus Timm - Transposed:C. de la Motte-Sherman

“For modern public service laws …”   which apply to all
marriage and family-related regulations governing state
employees in a registered partnership” was the wording of a
motion (L 001) submitted by the DGB (German TUC) Executive
Committee to the DGB Congress. In addition the similar content
of the motion from the Saxony DGB provincial executive
committee (“Status and careers should be discrimination-
free”) stated: “all marriage and family-related regulations are
to apply to civil servants in a registered partnership.”

In a motion (O 005) of the DGB youth committee on Trade
Union youth-education work demands were formulated for
trade union youth-education work, which must guarantee a
sensitive pedagogic treatment of all forms of discrimination
(u. a. racism, anti-Semitism, sexism, discrimination on the basis
of bodily constitution, social origin, religion, age and sexual
orientation etc.).

Another motion from the DGB EC which was passed (Q 001)
“Participation not Exclusion – for a new understanding of
Integration” seeks an extension of protection against
discrimination under the AGG (German anti-discrimination at
the work-place law CMS) as well as a suggestion submitted to
the EU Commission for a “Directive for equal treatment in the
access to goods and use of services without discrimination on
grounds of age, religion, disability or sexual orientation. “

The DGB EC also submitted  a new DGB Constitution (Motion
S 001)) in which the aims are reformulated to include “actively
opposing in the economy, state and society discrimination on
the grounds of gender, race, ethnic origin, religion or beliefs,
disability, age, or sexual orientation”  Thus there was a clear
recognition be the DGB of the rights of LGBT people and clear
perspectives of work for, and with LGBT people in trade unions.

As early as 1986 the DGB the DGB Congress passed a decision
against discrimination of LGBT people, and in the course of
time made further decisions which were acted on.

ETUC suggestions:
10 actions to promote LGBT equality
1. Raise awareness in your trade union that sexual orientation
is one of the non-discrimination grounds protected under EU
law, and that LGBT rights must therefore be explicitly addressed
in the framework of your trade union agenda.

DGB fights LGBT discrimination
2. Make sure that there is
a clear commitment from
the senior levels of your
union on LGBT equality.

3. Draw up specif ic
policies on LGBT
workplace rights and
ensure that LGBT issues
are explicit and visible
within your union’s equality
policies. This could include
specific policies on
addressing workplace bullying and harassment.

4. Make it a goal to organise and recruit LGBT people into
your union. This also means increasing the visibility and
participation of LGBT members at all levels of the union.

5. Set up a LGBT trade union network and group in your union
to bring together LGBT members so that they can help the
union to develop policies, procedures and practices on equality.

6. Provide resources for a newsletter, e-mail list and web-site
to raise awareness of your union’s role in promoting LGBT
equality. Hold seminars, workshops and conferences on LGBT
issues to give visibility to your union’s work in this area.

7. Mainstream LGBT equality issues into all areas of your
union’s work so that it is progressed through your decision-
making bodies and in collective bargaining.

8. Ensure that LGBT rights and equality are included in your
union’s education and training programmes. Ensure that trade
union representatives and negotiators are trained on LGBT
rights.

9. Make LGBT workplace issues a part of equality policies that
can be discussed with employers. Improving the working lives
of LGBT workers can only be achieved by working with
employers to tackle discrimination and harassment in the
workplace.

10. Work in partnership with LGBT community organisations
and NGOs and hold joint campaigns and community based
events.

Diversi ty Forum ... cont`d

gender diversity remain in a social and cultural taboo area.
The South African priorities are in race and gender inequality.

Steering committee comeback !
The meeting was closed after the general acceptance of
recommendations, including one to reinstate a Steering
Committee, such as was recommended at the first Forum
meeting and had been working in preparation for the second
meeting in Vienna. We are happy with this idea, because we
think that it can
enhance the
involvement of active
LGBT trade union
groups such as ours.
And we would like
such groups to have
more debates on,
and influence on, the
content of the next
Forum meeting.

The recommendations also include the idea that the next Forum
needs to take place within three years. The background of this
is that a link to the next EI or PSI congress would mean either
another Forum meeting next year in South Africa (in conjunction
with the PSI World Congress in Durban), or a long period before
the next EI or PSI Congress. There were, therefore,
suggestions to link up with the Antwerp World Out Games
(3 — 11 August, 2013). However, this would be a complete
rupture in policy, as the Forum is primarily a trade union
institution, organized after the experience of having conferences
linked to Out Games and Gay Games (from 1998 onwards).

We do not think that a looser connection to the EI and PSI
organization will be helpful for the status of the Sexual Diversity
Forum. On the other hand, if Antwerp could be an exception, it
might be a way of attracting more LGBT activists and policy
makers into the trade union organizations. Time will tell.

Nettie Groeneveld and Michiel Odijk
have been for many years international representatives for the
ABVAKABO FNV (Dutch public sector union) LGBT group



Why we opposed the Pope’s visit
The demonstration No Power for Dogma, called to coincide
with the visit to Berlin of the Pope, was called with the support
over 70 organisations – including the DGB Antidiskrimination
LGBT group and the ver.di LGBT group. Some 15,000 people
including many trade unionists took part. Speakers included
Uta Ranke-Heinemann, David Bergner and Michael Schmidt
Salomon.
The participants expressed their opposition to the old-fashioned
and irresponsible sexual policies of the Pope on women and
gender politics, homosexuality, the use of condoms and also
demanded the separation of church and state and that the
church should be subject to all regulations and laws – as are
other institutions.

State within a state
It is not acceptable that the state allows churches and religious
communities to regulate their affairs - free of state influence -
when the churches ideas are in conflict with the ethics of the
laws of the land and despite this, church institutions receive
state subsidies.
Special exceptions in connection with the General Law on
Equality Treatment (AGG), the limitations on job protection
regulations as well as decision-making rights (within a firm)
should be abolished.
Furthermore the German Parliament (Bundestag) should not
allow its speakers stand to be used as a pulpit.

Someone who ignores the rights of a majority of the population
– women – and who discriminates against LGBT people
because of the sexual orientation, does not do justice to his
own demands for respect and acceptance among individuals,
states and institutions as well as demands for peace.
As Vatican head of state the Pontifex has signed neither the
UN Pact for the elimination of all forms of discrimination against
women – nor the European Human Rights Convention.

The Church - the biggest non-state employer
Roughly 50,000 Institutions are owned by the church,
monasteries and their organisations. With 1,3 million
employees the churches in Germany are the biggest  employer
- after public services. Appropriately big are the personnel
necessary:– doctors, radio presenters, kindergarten staff, but
also cleaners, caretakers, brewers, and post sorters perform
services in the name of Christ in Germany.

However, anyone who works for Caritas, or Diakonie
(Evangelical social work)  the Weltbild publishers, a hospital
or kindergarten run by a religious institution, can not expect to
find a particularly tolerant employer. On the contrary,
employment in church-based social organisations is extremely
regimented.
In connection with protection against wrongful dismissal, for
instance, the god-serving bosses have privileges which
employers of non-religious undertakings can only dream of.

Gays and lesbians in church-led
workplaces still have to
h i d e

their sexual
identity and are thus de facto

excluded from the rights of partnership, - if
they want to keep their job. Also a divorce or re-marriage can
lead to an employee of a church-led institution being sacked.
The reason: Churches demand of their employees that they
remain loyal to the basic beliefs and moral teachings of the
particular Christian Church in their private life as well. In this
connection homosexual relations and patchwork families are
not parrt of the scenery.

What is right & just decides the church
When it comes to pushing through special rights the church
does not even respect the constitution. Since it existed at a
time when the Federal Republic of Germany was not even a

thought in someone’s head, the constitution of the Weimar
Republic helped them. That allowed the churches and religious
communities (Art. 140 GG i.V.m. Art 137 Abs. 3WRV) the right
to arrange their affairs free of state influence – even when the
religious conceptions are not in accord with the values of the
laws of the land. For management and kindergarten employees,
as well as social workers in the service of the church this means
that their employer can not only demand of them that they
conscientiously carry out their work; the employer can also
demand that his employees – in all spheres of life - behave
according to the employers interpretation of Christian morals
and ethics. If they do not – it can lead to job-loss.

When private life becomes a job-killer
Not only is the right to strike very “unholy” in church institutions.
When it is a matter of getting rid of “undesirable” employees,
the servants of God have a number of privileges. An
objectionable change of life style – or at least one the church
doesn’t like, - is enough for a dismissal. There are many
precedents. Thus, an employer can sack someone if they are
not satisfied with their married life. The Catholic Church is
especial rigid in such matters. They believe that a legal
marriage cannot be ended by any human power, and for any
reason whatever, – except death.
This attitude leads for example, to even a divorced Catholic
remaining married in the eyes of the church and in the case of
re-marriage, in a registry office, it is a offence against the ethics
of the church. The result being that the employer can sack
him.  This experience suffered a teacher from a catholic
Gymnasium who lost her job after she married a divorced man.
(BAG 7 AZR 232/83).
At the beginning of the 1980’s the St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in
Essen sacked two doctors because they had sent a private
readers-letter to an illustrated magazine pleading for the
legalisation of abortion.

Being openly gay costs you your job
Catholic Church employers also act very severely towards any
employee who openly admits to being gay. The Pope himself
has laid down the course of action: Years ago – when still the
chairman of the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith he
wrote: The specific orientation of the homosexual person is
not in itself a sin, however, looked at on the basis of ethics,
shows signs of a tendency bad behaviour. For this reason
homosexual life partnerships do not deserve  recognition but
are “damaging for the healthy development of human society.”
(re translation CMS).
The permanent council of the German (Catholic) Bishops
Council declared in 2002 “that the legal institution of life



Protect sexual identity
in the constitution !
On the occason of the handing over at the Federal Ministry of
Justice of a petition for an addition into the Article 3 of the
Constitution  the ver.di chairman declared:

The United Services Trade Union (ver.di) expressly supports
the many signatures demanding the addition into Article 3 of
the characteristic “sexual identity”. Our constitution must finally
guarantee the gay and lesbian citizens the same rights as
others. The
failure to include
this group,
which down to
today affects the
lives of  gays
and lesbians, is
no longer
acceptable for
ver.di.

The EC Treaty
and the
suggestion for a
E u r o p e a n
Constitution –
which the
G e r m a n
G o v e r n m e n t
ratified, included a discrimination ban, – exactly as do some
provincial constitutions in Germany. In a pioneering decision,
achieved with the support of ver.di, in 2009 the Federal
Constitution Court stated that differential treatment in employee
relationships on the grounds of sexual identity is not consistent
with the equal treatment laws.

The General Law on Equal Treatment with its extensive ban
on discrimination on grounds of sexual identity in working life
must become a duty for all other areas of society. The
lawmakers are therefore called on to respect the many people
and organisations who are working for the extension of the
constitution and by corresponding action give a clear signal to
society that discrimination will no longer be tolerated.

partnership (…) contradicts the conception of marriage and
family which the Catholic Church teaches. Employees in
the service of religious institutions, whether they are
members of the Catholic Church or not, who according
to the law enter a registered partnership violate their
loyalty responsibilities.” (unofficial translation, CMS).

According to their dogmas the Catholic Church
makes in relation to their gay or lesbian employees,
a more than “sensitive” differentiation. As long as
they only have a homosexual orientation, but do
not practice it, they don’t need to fear the loss
of their job. When, however, their orientation
becomes public they will, without mercy, be
sacked.
Thus a long-term older employee of the
Kolpingwerk was sacked on the spot
because he had perfectly legal GayRomeo
profile.
In May of this year Kardinal Meisner, Archbishop of Cologne,
withdrew the permission to teach the subject Catholic doctrine
in schools from the theologian Dr. David Berger, and the papal
Thomas-Academy withdrew his recognition as a guest
professor. Berger had resigned from his post as publisher of
the conservative-catholic journal “Theologisches” and had his
coming out as a homosexual.

In the hands of God – before a court
The hands of the German courts are mostly bound. True, the
job-protection laws are also applicable to the employees of
Caritas, however, the German constitution and the policies of
giving the church wide-ranging special-rights must be
recognised by the judiciary. For this reason the employees do
not, in general, defend themselves against the repression.
But in two cases where the sacked persons took the matter to
court, the Federal Labour Court recognised the dismissals as
against the law. The Federal Constitutional Court, however,
subsequently reversed the judgement because the judges had
not sufficiently taken into account the church’s rights to self-
determination – so the dismissals remained in force. (2 vR
1703/83)

Why trade unions are so helpless
The labour laws are widely characterised by collective rights.
The German Works Organisation Act (§ 118 Abs. 2) expressly
and completely excludes the religious communities, including
their social and educational institutions from the works
organisation law.The same is true for the Personnel
Representation. (§112 BPersVG)

What many employers dream of has long
been a reality for the churches.

Reality is, as long as any
one can remember, that

they have been spared social
unrest at their places of work.

Wage agreements only exist in
the North-Elbe area of the

Evangelical Church and in Berlin-
Brandenburg. Elsewhere the

churches and their institutions reject
wage negotiations with the trade

unions, and regard strikes as
impermissible. Naturally there are no

Works- or Personnel Councils in their
places of work.

Although for the trade unions this is
unacceptable in the foreseeable future

nothing will change. The reason is the
religious self-determination right. Under the

General Law on Equal Treatment (AGG) of
2006 Germany is the only EU-state which, in effect, granted
the churches a right to discriminate. Thus § 9 of the AGG reads:
“The ban on discriminatory treatment (…) does not affect the
right of (…) religious communities to demand of their employees
a loyal and upright attitude in the sense of the self-
understanding of the organisation concerned.” (Unofficial trans.
CMS)

Limit the church discrimination
Only the EU wants to challenge the authoritarianism of the
churches. Many times the German Federal Government has
received post from the EU Commission. The ways in which
the employees of religious institutions are dealt with “show a
deficiency in the way the European Equality Directive is being
transposed.” The decision from Brussels is clear: Germany
must improve its protection against discrimination and the
special laws for the church related to dismissal protection must
be limited and the exceptions to the AGG should be ended.
This “suggestion” has already been rejected by the former SPD
Federal Minister for Justice, Mrs. Zypries.
The admonitions from Brussels have had little effect on Federal
Governments. Experts therefore assume that the European
Court of Justice (EuGH) will have to decide whether Germany’s
concessions to church employers have gone too far.
However, it may be years before the EuGH can take the matter
up. Until then over a million employees of church institutions
are subjected to “special laws”.
Cla us Bra ndt , Lawye r



Dates and developments in Germany
2007
June: The chairman of ver.di, Frank Bsirske supports the
campaign for tax equality of life partnerships with married
couples.

At the closing ceremony of the Berlin CSD (Christopher Street
Day) the Federal LGBT Working Group of ver.di is awarded
the Prize for Civil Courage for “long-term, decisive and
courageous activity for a discrimination-free European society
in the interests of minorities.”

October: The Federal Constitutional Court rejects the
complaint against the refusal to pay civil servants in registered
partnerships allowances granted to married couples.

November: On the occasion of World Aids Day the chairman
of ver.di opens a meeting and two exhibitions related to HIV
and AIDS in ver.di’s headquarters .

December: The ver.di journal for members (PUBLIK) publishes
a long article about the situation of lesbians at the work place
and the Federal LGBT Working Group.

The Administration Court of the Province Hessen decides  the
Hessen Police are not required to employ a transsexual
applicant.

2008
March: The ver.di Executive Committee demands that the
Federal Minister of the Interior that civil servants living in a
registered partnership be treated in all respects the same as
married couples.

April: The European Court of Justice Judges those employees
in registered partnerships should receive the same pay and
allowances as well as other privileges to which married people
are entitled.

June: In a pay and care law of the City-Province of Berlin
registered partnerships are granted the most wide reaching
equality – reaching back to 2003.  (When the transposition
time for the EU Directive 2000/78/EG ran out.)

July: From mid-July till early September two exhibitions on
the theme of coming out by lesbians and gays at the work-
place and in the school are shown at ver.di HQ..

August: The ver.di federal executive committee goes public
on the occasion of the second anniversary of the AGG (General
Law on Equal Treatment) with an evaluation which says the
law has basically been successful – but
needs extensions especially in the area of
church institutions.

October: In Warsaw an international
meeting of representatives of  PSI, UNISON
(UK); Abvakabo (NL), GEW (teachers union,
D) and ver.di meet with representatives of
Polish trades unions to discuss necessary
activities against the discrimination of LGBT
people in the work place.

2009
January: The Federal Labour Court decides
that in the matter of “age-care” that
registered partnerships should be treated
equally with married couples.

April: The study (Discrimination in Daily Life)
commissioned by the federal Anti-
discrimination Office shows serious deficits in protection
against discrimination of those groups mentioned in the AGG
(General Law on Equal Treatment). Thus lesbians, gays and
transgender people are confronted with deep-seated
prejudices, partly expressed as hate and revulsion.

May: To mark the 60th anniversary of the proclamation of the
Federal Constitution the ver.di chairman, Frank Bsirske issues
a declaration including a reference to the union’s position for a
change to the constitution to add sexual orientation to that
article (No.3) which gives special protection to some social
groups.

The ver.di federal LGBT comitte decides to create an on-going
archive on DVD around the theme “LSBT, trade unions and
the work place” to include texts, pictures, sound and film
contributions.

July: The Federal Constitution Court (BVerfG) declares the
unequal treatment of surviving dependents with respect to
married and registered partnership couples in workplace
insurance in public service who are insured with the special
national and provincial additional insurance to be contradictory
to Article 3 § 1 of the constitution. A ver.di member had, with
the support of the LGBT group, complained through the courts.

August: The members-journal of ver.di PUBLIK published an
interview with a member of the Hamburg ver.di LGBT group
with a demand that the transposition of equality decisions
regarding registered partnerships and marriage into wage

agreements must be
strengthened,

September: The
Federal Labour Court
confirmed its decison
that in the matter of
surviving dependants
insurance, registered
partnerships must be
treated the same as
married people.

A m n e s t y
International LGBT
group (MERSI)
organised a seminar
in cooperation with
the ver.di  federal
LGBT committee in
the ver.di  HQ in
Berlin.

The DGB Magazine for civi l  servants deals with the
discrimination of homosexual employees. The Executive
Committee of the DGB thus draws attention to “the great
importance of equality in respect to various life styles and
identities for a democratic society”.

October: Civil servants who are in a registered partnership in
the province of Rhineland-Pfalz are to be treated equally to
married couples.
The Berlin-Brandenburg of the DGB increases its public work
for the equal rights for LGBT people. They join the Berlin
Alliance against Homophobia.

October: The congress of the trade union IG Mining,
Chemicals, Energy decided more strongly to involve itself
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October: ver.di LGBT group representatives take part in an
EU workshop to asses the transposition of the EU Anti-
discrimination Directive in Germany. Deficits representing
union experience are included in the report to the Commission.

December: In cooperation with the German AIDS-Help
organisation, ver.di and the DGB, the wall calendar “HIV and
AIDS” with explanatory texts and pictures of the working world
- is published with a foreword by ver.di chairman, Frank Bsirske.

2011
February: The ver.di federal LGBT committee agrees an all
inclusive motion for the rights of gays, lesbians, bisexuals,
transgender and intersex people which was later (in
September) passed by the ver.di federal congress.

March: On the basis of the DGB congress decisions, on 16th.
March an LGBT anti-discrimination group of the DGB was set
up in the Berlin-Brandenburg area.

May: The European Court of Justice (EuGH) asserts that civil
servants in registered partnerships must be treated equally
with married people as from 03.12.2003 – the date Directive
2000/78/EG came into force.
In a decision of 23rd May the Federal Finance Court expressed
“serious doubts” about the legality of excluding life partnerships
from tax concessions to married couples.

June: The province Brandenburg sets civil servants in a
registered partnership on an equal footing with married
partners. The laws was worded with the advice of ver.di and
the DGB.

June: On 22. June an exhibition “Walk with Pride” of photos
from US Photographer Charles Meachem showing the
resistance of people from eastern Europe and Asia who, in
2010, resisted heavy opposition to LGBT rights. Speakers at
the opening included the ver.di deputy chairperson Mönig-
Raane, Volker Beck MP and Günter Dworek of the LSVD.

June: The DGB vice-chairperson, Ingrid Sehrbrock, issues a
press statement in connection with the Berlin CSD supporting
the initiative for the insertion of “sexual identity” in Article 3 of
the German constitution.

August: A special theme in DGB Magazine for civil servants
covers trade union activity for equality. The preparations for
the articles were carried out with the assistance of the LGBT
DGB working group in Berlin-Brandenburg.

December: Civil servants in registered partnerships in
Hamburg city are granted equal treatment with married couples
back-date to 1.8.2001 when the partnerships were introduced.

2010
March:  The Federal Labour Court confirms the all-round
equality of people in partnership with married couples in things
concerning the work-place. (in relation to step children).

May: The DGB congress adopts unanimously a motion
submitted by ver.di for the DGB to strengthen its activities for
the rights of LGBT people and called on its member unions to
do the same. The DGB also demands the extension of Article
3 of the constitution to include “sexual identity”, the
improvement of the AGG (General Law on Equal Treatment)
and laws governing workplace and personnel councils. In
addition resolutions were agreed for improvements in
acceptance and equality for LGBT civil servants, in trade union
education work and in the new DGB constitution.

July: Ingrid Klebon - a longe time member of the ver.di group
- is awarded the Federal Cross of Service for decades of work
in trade unions and society for gays and lesbians.

August: On the initiative of the federal LGBT committee ver.di
organises a meeting a “4 Years of the General Law on Equal
Treatment”(AGG) with the aim of discussing the implementation
of the AGG in workplaces  – and any perspectives for the union.
To mark this event the federal ver.di LGBT committee publishes
its first DVD of documents etc. about LGBT work in the last
decades.

September: Representatives of ver.di, GEW, (teachers union)
and IG BCE (building, chemical and energy) meet with the
deputy DGB Chairperson to agree a common policy for the
carrying out of DGB congress decisions concerning LGBT
rights.

in the diversity process of working life with special attention to
LGBT problems.
October:The provinces of Berlin, Bremen and Hamburg intro-
duce into the German Upper House (Bundesrat) a motion to
include in Article 3 of the constitution the feature “sexual ori-
entation.

November:The specialist journal “Der Personalrat” (Personnel
Council) publishes a contribution about how to implement at
the work place the AGG ban on discrimination on grounds of
sexual identity.

September: The ver.di federal congress passes motions for
the rights of Lesbians, Gay Bisexuals, Transgender and
Intersex people. The federal ver.di LGBT group is present at
the congress with an information stand.

In research about prejudice towards the theme Homophobia
which was published in March 2011 it was shown that 38% of
Germans regard homosexuality as not moral. Conducted in 8
countries (Germany, France, U.K., Hungary, Italy, Netherlands
and Poland) on behalf of the Friedrich-Ebert-Foundation by
the University of Bielefeld the authors found that some
prejudices in Europe are those of a majority, whereas in the
various countries there are differences. The Germans, for
instance, as a majority do not like Muslims, the French dislike
“blacks”, a majority of East-Europeans have a dislike of gays.

The dislike of gays as shown in the Study “The degradation of
the “others” shows clear affinities between Germany (38%)
with U.K (37%). The Netherlands is relatively positive (17%)
in contrast to Hungary (68%) and Poland (76%). Gay-marriage
was rejected by 37% in Germany, 52% in France, 64% in Italy
and 88% in Poland.
According to the assessment of the researchers the prejudices
which can be classified as misanthropic - hate against various
groups - form a common basis of an “Ideology of Inequality”.
The scientists warn: The indications of an increase in hate
related to group are a danger to democracy and leave a trail of
conflict and violence. If these prejudices are not Europe-wide
combated Europe is in danger of becoming more intolerant.

The study is available (in German) as pdf data at
http://www.fes-gegen-rechtsextremismus.de/pdf_11/FES-
Studie%2BDie%2BAbwertung%2Bder%2BAnderen.pdf
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